
5 soveværelse Villa til salg i Benahavis, Málaga

BENAHAVIS ....Villa
This Villa features five magnificent bedrooms that stand as a celebration of imperfection and a stunning architectural
wonder. 
The 523 m² contemporary-style villa sits on a 4,139 m² plot is nestled in the tranquil hills of Benahavis, this house
beautifully combines the fluidity of
water with a smartly passive design featuring high thermal mass exposed concrete.
Approaching the house through a manicured tree-lined driveway, you are greeted by a 500-year-old olive tree and a
lush yucca, both bearing
witness to the winds of the Andalusian plains. A natural bamboo bridge floats over water, leading to the grand
entrance, where a breathtaking sight
unfolds.
A magnificent 20-foot-tall ficus bonsai stands serenely in a reflective pool, playfully engaged with a waterfall and the
filtered sunlight from a glass
ceiling above. 
A floating bridge connects the east and west wings, housing the private suites and a study adorned with memorabilia
from around the world,
including a piece of the moon. This residence caters to various interests, whether you're a football fan, a golfer, a
music enthusiast, or a Tintin and
Captain Haddock aficionado.
The main suite featuring two separate dressers. These dressers open up to a private garden with majestic conifers and
the scent of wild jasmines, creating a royal dressing experience in front of a floor-to-ceiling back-lit mirror.
The shower area in the suite is nothing short of spectacular, boasting a retractable glass ceiling for a unique midnight
bath under the stars. 
Continuing through the house on dark oak wide panels, you encounter a master bed that inclines, massages, and
even charges your phone. 
Within the property, there is a serene Japanese garden, providing the perfect spot to reflect over a cup of green
matcha tea.
The living spaces are designed for comfort and elegance, with a cozy living room
featuring a fireplace and ample natural light. The house is adorned with top brands and products, including Italian
wall art.

  5 soveværelser   7 badeværelser   523m² Byg størrelse
  4.139m² Grundstørrelse   Close To Golf   Frontline Golf
  Close To Forest   South   Excellent
  Private Pool   Air Conditioning   Cold A/C
  Fireplace   U/F Heating   Mountain
  Panoramic   Garden   Pool
  Country   Covered Terrace   Ensuite Bathroom
  Private Terrace   Double Glazing   Utility Room

6.750.000€

 Ejendom markedsført af MarBanus SL
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